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WE SELL
ENERGY
STAR

Save money by saving energy

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

The ENERGY STAR  mark means a 

product is energy efficient, but did

you know that ENERGY STAR qualified

windows and doors can reduce energy

bills up to 15% while helping protect the 

environment.

®

The Silver Line difference

The perfect fit

Silver Line windows and doors 
are available in a wide range 
of sizes so you’re ordering 
what you need to fit your 
space. You’re getting the 
perfect fit for your design 
every time.

Silver Line windows and patio 

doors are designed to provide 

uncompromising value. They 

achieve the ideal balance of 

style, performance and price, 

making them a preferred 

choice of building professionals

and homeowners alike. Our 

ability to offer an extensive 

selection of high performance, 

low-maintenance windows and 

doors at incredibly affordable 

prices makes choosing 

products from Silver Line the 
clear choice.

We offer an array of options 
for our windows and doors that 
let you choose what you want 
so you are always getting 
exactly what you need at the 
price that fits your budget.

What you need

QUALITY

Easy operation
for years to come
Silver Line products are rigorously
tested to deliver years of smooth,
reliable operation.

Low-maintenance
Our windows and doors are
constructed with heavy duty, low-
maintenance vinyl that is color
consistent throughout, making
scratches virtually invisible and
eliminating the need for painting

Time-honored reliabilty

Peace of mind
These Silver Line windows and
patio doors are backed by our 
Limited Lifetime Warranty. We 
make sure that our products 
provide a lifetime of energy
efficient, reliable performance. 
 

For more than 60 years Silver Line
has been making quality windows and
doors you can rely on. 



The popular Silver Line  2900 Series 
single-hung window pairs an elegant 
exterior appearance with sturdy 
construction. It combines the classic 
look of colonial molding with energy 
efficient construction to keep out the 
elements.

®

Series 2900 

Preferred Single Hung

Features & Benefits
 Colonial brickmold design 

adds a touch of classic style 
to your home

 Tilt-in bottom sash for 
easier cleaning

 Specially designed balance 
system makes this window 
effortless to open

 Fusion-welded, heavy duty 
vinyl for low-maintenance 
convenience

 Integral “J” channel allows 
for neat, easy trimming of 
exterior siding to the 
window

 Interlocking sash offer an 

effective seal against drafts

 Integral lift rail makes lifting 

the sash simple

 ENERGY STAR  qualified 

with the appropriate energy 

efficient options

 Limited lifetime warranty 

ensures your windows will 

perform for as long as you 

own your home

®

HOMES
e cel standard



Series 5800 

Preferred Patio Door

Features & Benefits

The popular Silver Line  5800 series 
sliding patio door offers a sturdy, 
elegant and energy efficient design. 
Designed and built to provide 
smooth, reliable performance, this 
fusion-welded door is ideal for your 
home.

®

 Steel reinforced panels offer 

added strength 

 A multi-point lock operates 

from a single lever for easy 

and secure locking

 ENERGY STAR  qualified 

with the appropriate energy 

efficient options

 Limited lifetime warranty 

ensures your doors will 

perform for as long as you 

own your home

®

HOMES
e cel standard

 A thicker, wider profile 

creates a traditional 

appearance

 Designed with durable, self-

leveling rollers to make 

opening this door smooth 

and effortless 

 Fusion-welded, heavy duty 

vinyl frame and panels 

make a sturdy and durable 

door

 Interlocking panels help 

provide an effective seal 

against drafts

 Tempered glass helps 

reduce the risk of injury



Series 3000
Preferred Double Hung

Features & Benefits
 Colonial brickmold design 

adds a touch of classic style 

to your home

 Tilt-in top and bottom sash 

for easier cleaning

 Specially designed balance 

system makes this window 

effortless to open

 Fusion-welded, heavy duty 

vinyl for low-maintenance 

convenience

 Integral “J” channel allows 

for neat, easy trimming of 

exterior siding to the 

window

The Silver Line  3000 Series double-
hung window is designed with classic 
architectural details to create an 
attractive, energy efficient window. 
This window is available in a vast 
selection of styles and sizes, making 
it an ideal choice for almost any 
home.

®

 Optional flat casing 

recreated the look of 

traditional 1” x 4” wood 

casing with out the 

maintenance.

 Vent latches allow for easy 

ventilation while keeping 

your windows secure

 ENERGY STAR  qualified 

with the appropriate energy 

efficient options

 Limited lifetime warranty 

ensures your windows will 

perform for as long as you 

own your home

®

HOMES
e cel upgrade



Series 70
Preferred Casement

Features & Benefits
 Optional colonial brickmold 

design adds a touch of 

classic style to your home

 Opens effortlessly for 

effective ventilation

 Multi-point locking system 

operates from a single, low 

profile lever for easy use 

and safety

  Folding operator handle 

eliminates interference with 

shades and blinds

 Fusion-welded, heavy duty 

vinyl for low-maintenance 

convenience

The Silver Line  70 Series casement 
window offers a balance of style and 
convenience in an energy efficient 
window. With many configurations to 
choose from, this casement window 
offers design flexibility to 
complement virtually any style home.

®

 Dual weatherstripping 

virtually eliminates drafts for 

a more comfortable, energy 

efficient home 

 Optional integral “J” channel 

allows for neat, easy 

trimming of exterior siding to 

the window

 ENERGY STAR  qualified 

with the appropriate energy 

efficient options

 Limited lifetime warranty 

ensures your windows will 

perform for as long as you 

own your home

®

HOMES
e cel upgrade
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Respect for the environment is nothing new at Silver Line

At Silver Line, we hold a commitment to conserve natural resources wherever we can; from 

designing and testing new products that will deliver greater energy savings for our 

customers, to more energy efficient delivery methods, even to printing our brochures. We 

understand the importance of creating healthier and more energy efficient homes.

IMPROVING
THE VIEW OUTSIDE

The U.S. EPA and the DOE 

have given Andersen 

Corporation and its family
of brands, including Silver 

Line, the 2012 Sustained 

Excellence Award. The 

ENERGY STAR   Sustained 

Excellence Awards are given only to organizations that have been 

named ENERGY STAR  Partner of the Year for three or more 

consecutive years. This honor recognizes our continuing commitment to 

providing energy efficient products. It’s a natural extension of our 

commitment to be the best value for our customers, and we are proud to 

be recognized again by ENERGY STAR.

ENERGY STAR
AWARD 2012

SUSTAINED EXCELLENCE

Silver Line’s vinyl windows and patio doors have been 
Green Approved by the NAHB Research Center. Using 
the best existing standards for green and sustainable 
residential products, Silver Line achieved this approval by 
providing independent third-party results that our vinyl 
windows and patio doors perform to the green practice 
criteria in the National Green Building Standard. As a 
result, these products are eligible for points toward 

National Green Building Certification.

Silver Line products are certifi ed under
the National Fenestration Rating Council’s
voluntary third-party certifi cation program
designed to ensure accurate energy
performance ratings and labeling.

Silver Line proudly participates in the 
WDMA Hallmark Certification 
program, which includes product 

testing and quality control process audits to verify that 
our windows and doors are produced in conformance 
with the industry standards for air and water 
resistance, and structural performance.

For more information and options,
please visit www.silverlinewindows.com
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